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Victor Emmanuel II National

Monument 

"A Witness to Glory"

Il Vittoriano a fine white marble structure built under the auspices of

newly installed King Victor Emmanuel and was inaugurated in 1911, a

symbol of Italian unity. It has been the centerpiece for many important

processions and moments of glory since Italy's reunification, including the

parades of Mussolini that took place outside it. The statue of Emmanuel

stands tall in front of this magnificent building along with the tomb of the

unknown soldier nearby. The whole edifice has a massive and grandiose

appearance covered in marble and atop sit two quadrigae of the goddess

Victoria. Today, it houses an interesting museum which details the

international and domestic intrigue which resulted in the Risorgimento, or

the Reunification of the Country. Open hours vary by season. Call before

visiting.

 +39 06 060 608 (Tourist Information)  Piazza Venezia, Rome

 by Allie_Caulfield   

Palazzo Venezia 

"The Window of Power"

Construction of this palace begun in 1455 for the Venetian cardinal, Pietro

Barbi, who made it his residence. Construction of the first palace was

completed shortly before his election to the Papacy in 1464 when he

adopted the name Paul II. He then decided to amplify the palace and

make it a dwelling worthy of a pope. The work continued until 20 years

after the Pope's death and it underwent architectural transformations on

several occasions over the centuries. In 1916 it was confiscated by the

state of Italy which decided to make it the Palazzo Venezia museum, a

role it still plays, as well as being the library of the National Institute of

Archaeology and History of Art. During the Fascist regime, the palace was

made famous by newsreels of the time, showing Mussolini speaking to the

crowds below from a window in the palace.

 +39 06 69 9941  Piazza Venezia 3, Rome

 by Dnalor 01   

Santa Maria in Aracoeli 

"A Stairway of Hope"

The beautiful church of Santa Maria in Aracoeli, built on the foundations

of the temple of Juno, is located on top of the Capitoline hill, near the

Campidoglio. It is reached by more than 100 steps, which, according to

tradition, one must climb on one's knees in order to obtain pardon for

one's sins. The interior of the church is magnificently decorated with

paintings by Pinturicchio, and the ceiling bears frescoes recording the

battle of Lepanto. It is said that the statue of the baby Jesus, carved from

a tree trunk from the garden of Gethsemane, has miraculous powers.

However, the original statue was stolen and never recovered.

 +39 06 060 608 (Tourist Information)  Piazza del Campidoglio 4, Rome

http://www.flickr.com/photos/st00ka/


 by Paolo Costa Baldi   

Complesso del Vittoriano 

"Warriors at Eternal Rest"

Popular among locals as Il Milite Ignoto 'The Unknown Soldier',

Complesso del Vittoriano is a museum that houses the bodies of various

soldiers who fought in the World War I. After efforts of more than 20 years

put into constructing this monument, it was finally completed in 1911. The

architecture and exterior of the museum is of equal importance. The front

facade of the museum is embellished with statues representing the

various regions of Italy. The fountains of the two seas, greets visitors who

enter through the gates. Do pay close attention to the inscriptions on

various artifacts.

 +39 06 678 0664  www.ilvittoriano.com/  Via di San Pietro in Carcere, Rome

 by Alessio Damato   

Church of the Gesù, Frascati 

"Rome's Largest Altar"

Near the Piazza del Popolo, the Church of the Gesù, Frascati, Rome's first

Jesuit church, served as a model for later churches. Its appearance was

changed in the 17th Century, when its original austerity ceded to Baroque

decoration. Designed by Andrea Pozzo, the chapel of Sant' Ignazio, with

its columns in lapis lazuli and its gilded friezes, is typical of Baroque taste.

Bernini is represented by a statue dedicated to San Roberto Bellarmino, a

great theologian of the counter-Reformation. Do not miss the allegorical

frescoes of the nave, with stuccoes by Antonio Raggi, designed by Giovan

Battista Gaulli, known as Baciccia, and responsible also for the paintings

in the vault, the dome and the apse.

 +39 06 69 7001  www.chiesadelgesu.org/la-

chiesa/

 info@chiesadelgesu.org  Via degli Astalli 16, Rome

 by Cristiano Cani   

Trajan's Column 

"A Unique History Book"

Trajan's Column stands between two seemingly twin churches - Santa

Maria di Loreto and Santissimo Nome di Maria. It is 40 meters high,

overlooking the remaining columns of the ancient Ulpia Basilica in

Trajan's Forum. It is thought that the column was originally erected

between two large libraries that were, with the terrace of Trajan's Temple

and the terrace of the Ulpia Basilica, places where Romans could admire

the historical reliefs on the column. The column has resisted degradation

superbly over the years, the spiral frieze illustrates the most important

episodes in Trajan's successful expedition against the Dacians as well as

showing the everyday lives of soldiers. On the top of the column (reached

via a stairway inside) there is a bronze statue of St. Peter sculpted by

Tommaso della Porta which, it is thought, must have replaced one of the

emperor himself.

 +39 06 060 608 (Tourist Information)  Piazza Foro Traiano 2, Rome

 by Allie_Caulfield   

Piazza del Campidoglio 

"Michelangelo's Idea"

Reorganization of Piazza del Campidoglio began in 1539 as part of a plan

undertaken by Pope Paul III. It was the first square created as part of a

plan conceived by Michelangelo in which a space was created between

Palazzo Senatorio and Palazzo dei Conservatori bounded by a new

symmetrical building. The square is in the shape of a trapezoid with the

Palazzo Senatorio on the longer side (the seat of the city council's

administrative offices) and the Capitoline Museums on either side.

Michelangelo also designed the monumental flight of steps that leads to

the square on either side of which were the Dioscuri designed by Giacomo



della Porta. The pavement in the center designed by Michaelangelo on

which stands the equestrian statue of Marcus Aurelius, survived the

Middle Ages as it was thought, that it represented the Emperor

Constantine, the protector of the Christian religion.

 Via di San Pietro in Carcere, Rome

 by Matthew Folley   

Trajan's Market 

"The Oldest Shopping Mall"

This is probably the oldest shopping center in the world. Built by the

Emperor Trajan in the 2nd Century CE, it consisted of 150 offices and

shops selling food, flowers, jewelry and wool. The finest shops were

decorated with mosaics depicting the merchandise on sale. Today the

shops are intact, but empty, even though, when the wine-shops were

rediscovered, they were full of wine. The offices on the floor above

organized the distribution of free rations of corn to the citizens of Rome.

 +39 06 0608 (Tourist

Information)

 www.mercatiditraiano.it/  info@mercatiditraiano.it  Via IV Novembre 94, Via dei

Fori Imperiali, Rome

Capitoline Hill 

"The Center of the Empire"

Capitoline Hill is located near the Foro Romano and Campus Martius. The

hill is one of the seven hills that were located in the ancient city, and was

the center of all the activities of the empire. The Temple of Jupiter

Optimus Maximus, the most revered temple at that time stood here, and

its ruins are still visible. Housed here are the Musei Capitolini and City

Hall.

 +39 06 0608 (Tourist Information)  Piazza del Campidoglio, Rome

 by isawnyu   

Arch of Septimius Severus 

"Celebrating Victory!"

On the far western end of the Roman Forum, the tall structure made of

gleaming marble is the Arch of Septimius Severus or common among

locals as Arco di Settimio Severo. Established in 203CE,, this arch was

constructed as a tribute to Emperor Septimius Severus and his children's

conquest over the Parthians. Standing at a height of 20.88 meters (68.6

feet), this is structure has beautiful carvings of the victorious battle etched

onto its facade. The top of this memorial is embellished with sculpture of

the emperor and his children.

 +39 06 0608 (Tourist Information)  info@060608.it  Largo della Salara Vecchia, West End of

Foro Romano, Rome

 by "Public Domain"   

Temple of Saturn 

"Sacred Symbol of Rome's Wealthy Past"

Just like the Colosseum, the Temple of Saturn is a prominent icon of

ancient Rome's prosperity and architectural grandiose. It is not hard to

find this landmark, although only a few columns of the temple survive; the

ruins of the temple jut out at the base of the touristy Capitoline Hill. The

history of this temple dates back to 497 BCE, having been built under the

seventh and last king of Rome - Lucius Tarquinius Superbus. It is known

that the temple underwent facelifts several times during the Republic era,

however remained consecrated to the Saturn God. A definite must-visit for

Roman history enthusiasts.

 +39 06 0608 (Tourist Information)  info@060608.it  Via Monte Tarpeo, Rome



 by kirkandmimi   

Roman Forum 

"Center of the Ancient World"

A bygone beacon of the Roman Empire, the Foro Romano was the nucleus

of social, political and economic life in this historic city. Located between

the Palatine and Capitoline Hills, it was a revered meeting place that

witnessed the alpha and omega of a thriving empire. Triumphal

processions raked the regal roads of this plaza, while morbid silences

hung in the air after trials and executions that were carried out. Among

the priceless vestiges that remain today, the most salient ones include the

Regia, the royal residence, the Temple of Vesta and the Temple of Saturn.

Towards the northwest, the Umbilicus Urbis indicates the symbolic heart

of Ancient Rome, and the northern aisle of the Basilica of Maxentius still

stands in grandeur. While their transient glory is lost to the ravages of

time, what is left behind is not less than awe-inspiring. Worn columns,

near-crumbling facades of ancient marble and stoic triumphal arcs still

dominate the ruins' antiquated skyline.

 +39 06 3996 7700  www.turismoroma.it/it/node/1048  Via della Salara Vecchia 5/6, Rome

 by Bruce McAdam   

Sant'Ignazio Church, Rome 

"Majestic Jesuit Church of Rome"

Sant'Ignazio Church was built in the first decade of the 17th Century to

pay homage to the founder of the Jesuit Order. The magnificent splendor

of this chapel is typical of the period. Inside, you can admire the precious

stones, gilding, marble and stucco work. For the frescoes they called upon

the artist Andrea Pozzo, who designed the trompe l'oeil effect ceiling

featuring a cupola. A cupola was designed but never built, due to the

proximity of the monastery of Dominican friars, as it would have blocked

the light in their living quarters.

 +39 06 679 4406  santignazio.gesuiti.it/  chiesasantignazio@gesuiti.

it

 Via del Caravita 8A, Rome

 by Nika Vee   

House of the Vestals 

"Residence of the Vestal Virgins"

House of the Vestals was the place of residence of the Vestal Virgins in

Rome, where they lived just behind the Temple of Vesta. These

priestesses belonged to the cult of Vesta. Today the house remains in

ruins, with only the lower walls visible and the area is fenced off for public.

The older house was destroyed completely in the Neronian fire of the 64

BC, and was rebuilt. The present remains are of this new house. But a few

statues and magnificent pillars still continue to stand erect though they

have been eroded by the passage of time.

 +39 06 060 608 (Tourist Information)  Via della Salaria Vecchia, Foro Romano's Eastern Edge,

Behind the Temple of Vesta, Rome

 by FlickreviewR   

Theatre of Marcellus 

"Still Entertaining the Public"

The origins of this theater run back to 23 BCE, when Augustus had it built

in honor of Marcus Claudius Marcellus, his nephew and adopted son. The

theater had space for 20,000 people, and was used for games and

celebrations. The construction fell into ruin during the following centuries

due to plunder and fire: in fact it became a sort of quarry from which

materials were taken for the construction of buildings, churches and so

forth. Restoration began in about 1300 when the Savelli family bought the

ruins. The same family performed further work two centuries later, and

this was continued by the Orsini who acquired the complex in order to

enlarge their own building: they restored part of the theater. Today,

concerts are organized here, and this is the only way of seeing it from the



inside.

 Via del Teatro di Marcello, Rome

 by Wootton King   

Villa Aldobrandini 

"View Over the Gianicolo"

This villa was built in 1500 and later acquired by Pope Clement VIII

Aldobrandini. The villa itself is not open to the public, but the recently

restored gardens are accessible. During restoration work in this area the

gardens have been raised, and now offer a view reaching as far as the

Gianicolo. The building forming the backdrop for the garden is baroque in

style, and is now used by the Istituto per l'Unificazione del Diritto Privato,

a law reform institution. The interiors contain paintings made by the

Baroque artists of the Rennaisance which are frequently exhibited.

 +39 06 060 608 (Tourist Information)  www.sovraintendenzaroma.it/i_luog

hi/ville_e_parchi_storici/ville_dei_no

bili/villa_aldobrandini

 Via Mazzarino 1, Rome

 by Jakub Hałun   

Largo di Torre Argentina 

"Republican Temples"

The ancient buildings that can be seen here were discovered during

excavation work in the 1920s. The four temples from the Republican era

were named A, B, C and D. Temple C is the oldest, Temple A is from the

3rd Century BCE, and some of the flooring and mosaics of Temple B are

still visible. Though Temple C was built in 100 BCE, the mosaic

decorations were added during a later period. Currently, this historic sight

is a no-kill cat sanctuary that houses abandoned cats from the area. Stray

cats are taken in, given shots, sprayed and given a home at the sanctuary

where they now abound. Whether you are a history buff or a cat lover, this

is one sight you have to see.

 +39 06 06 0608 (Tourist Information)  Largo di Torre Argentina, Rome

 by Mauro Codella   

Tempio di Castore e Polluce 

"The Tamer Twins"

The two enormous statues in the Tempio dei Castore e Polluce are Roman

copies of Greek sculptures and date back to the 5th Century BC. They

represent Castor and Pollux, patrons of riders, and they were placed at the

entrance of the Terme di Costantino. Pope Sixtus V had the statues

restored in 1588 and moved to the piazza when Quirinale became a papal

residence. The Obelisk was placed here two centuries later, having been

transferred from the Mausoleo di Augusto. It was joined by a large trough

in the 1800s from which horses and other beasts were watered.

 Via di San Teodoro 1, Rome



 by No machine-readable

author provided. MM assumed

(based on copyright claims).   

Tempio di Vespasiano 

"Testimony of the Roman Golden Era"

Among the many symbols of ancient Rome's prosperity and veneration for

deities, the Temple of Vespasian and Titus is a significant one. Located on

the Western edge of Roman Forum, it can be easily spotted at the base of

Capitoline Hill, between the temples of Saturn and Concordia. The temple

was built in the honor of the defied Flavian emperor Vespasian and his

son Titus. All that remains of the monument today are the three

Corinthian columns, fragments of the podium and cella (the inner

chamber). Look up the Flavian Dynasty for a detailed account of this

temple through the eras and surely pay a visit atleast once.

 +39 06 0608 (Tourist Information)  Via Monte Tarpeo, Rome

 by daryl_mitchell from

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan,

Canada   

Santi Cosma e Damiano 

"One of the Titulis"

Many Roman churches were built on the foundations of pagan temples

and this one is no exception: its vestibule is a temple dedicated to

Romulus, the mythical founder of Rome, although this has never been

proved. The rest of the church is shaped from a room in the Foro della

Pace di Vespasiano. The apse holds a beautiful Byzantine mosaic

depicting Christ descending a staircase of orange clouds against a blue

background. During the Christmas period, the beautiful 18th-century

nativity scene with exquisitely carved Neapolitan statuettes is well worth a

visit.

 Via dei Fori Imperiali 1, Rome

 by Alexas_Fotos   

Piazza Del Quirinale 

"Tallest Square in the City"

Rome is known as the city of seven hills, and what better than to gaze at

its brilliance from atop a hill. The Piazza de Quirinale atop the Quirinale

Hill offers tourists this chance. The piazza or square is surrounded by

many historical structures such as the Palazzo Quirinale and the Obelisk

and Fountain of Pollux. The Palazzo Quirinale is a stupendous palace

housing the President of Italy. The Obelisk on the other hand used to be a

part of the Mausoleum of Augustus. Enjoy the view of Saint Peter's

Basilica and witness the sun rising over the city from this magnificent

piazza.

 +39 06 060 608 (Tourist Information)  Via del Quirinale, Rome

 by waldomiguez   

Pantheon 

"Pinnacle of Roman Architecture"

Originally commissioned by Marcus Agrippa, and subsequently rebuilt by

Hadrian, the Pantheon is a monumental homage to the architectural

finesse and ingenuity of the Romans. Massive bronze doors guard the

entrance to the central space, sheltered by the graceful arch of the

Pantheon's dome. The temple was transformed into a church in the early

7th Century by Pope Boniface IV and has remained well-preserved as a

result. The building's primary source of light is the oculus, a circular

opening at the dome's apex, rimmed with the original Roman bronze used

at the time of its construction. Many famous Italians are buried in the

Pantheon, including the Renaissance painter, Raphael, and King Vittorio

Emanuele I.

 +39 06 6830 0230  www.turismoroma.it/it/node/1107  Piazza della Rotonda, Rome



 by kittyvanrooij216   

Trevi Fountain 

"Toss a Coin!"

Designed by Nicola Salvi for Pope Clemente XII, the Trevi Fountain was

completed in the second half of the 18th Century. A towering likeness of

Oceanus forms the centerpiece of the Baroque fountain, with Abundance

and Salubrity on either side, while the rococo-style Poli Palace provides

the perfect backdrop. Tritons guide the chariot of Oceanus, and all around

the water flows, its gushing sound rising to a crescendo befitting the all-

consuming power it represents. Tradition has it that throwing a coin over

your left shoulder into the fountain guarantees a swift return to Rome.

Anita Ekberg's dip in the Trevi Fountain was immortalized in Federico

Fellini's La Dolce Vita, and Italian actor Toto even sold it to an American,

passing himself off as its owner. Featured in numerous movies since Trevi

Fountain has long inspired the passions of the human race and continues

to be revered the world over as one of Italy's most triumphant sculptural

works.

 +39 06 0608  www.turismoroma.it/it/node/1286  Piazza di Trevi, Rome

 by _Pek_   

Column of Marcus Aurelius 

"The Account of a Victory"

This large column was erected after the death of Marcus Aurelius to

commemorate his victories over the barbarians. The reliefs on the column

illustrate battle scenes and soldiers escorting files of prisoners. It is similar

in style to Constantine's arch and it is probable that the same artist

worked on both. The statue of Marcus Aurelius on the tip of the column

was replaced by one of St Paul of which copies can be seen at the Museo

della Civiltà Romana in the Victoria and Albert Museum in London.

 +39 06 060 608 (Tourist Information)  Piazza Colonna, Rome

 by Livioandronico2013   

Arco di Giano 

"Epochal Roman Architecture"

The last standing four-fronted arch in Rome, Arco di Giano is a must-see

for those on a quest to explore the Eternal City. Not hard to find, this

monument sits on the edge of the Forum Boarium and Velabrum junction

near the Church of San Giorgio al Velabro and Arch of Argentarii. The

origin of this magnificent structure can be traced back to early 4th

century, believed to be built in the time of Constantine I and Constantius

II. The four pillars once bore crowns that were removed by the Frangipane

family in the Middle Ages, to convert the structure into a fortress.

Although not confirmed, the arch is possibly dedicated to the ancient

Latin God Janus - the four pillars depicting the four-faced version of

Janus.

 +39 06 0608 (Tourist Information)  info@060608.it  Via del Velabro, Rome

 by "Public Domain"   

Tempio della Fortuna Virile 

"Testimonies of Roman History"

Commonly known as Tempio della Fortuna Virile, this historical landmark

is originally called Tempio di Portunus (Temple of Portunus, Portunus

being the God of Ports). It dates back to the Roman Republican era

although it is believed to have been built around 3rd Century BCE. It is

one of the few well-preserved and intact monuments of ancient Rome and

is located at the port of Tiber next to the Temple of Hercules where once

Forum Boarium thrived. The architectural style belongs to that of the

Etruscan culture and retains the Ionic order.



 +39 06 48 0201  SSBA-rm@beniculturali.com  Piazza della Bocca della Verità 18,

Rome

 by Foto-Rabe   

Santa Maria ai Monti 

"The Church of the Madonna"

Also called Madonna dei Monti, the church of Santa Maria ai Monti

celebrates the Virgin Mary. It was constructed under Pope Gregory XIII. A

photograph of the Virgin had astonishingly appeared in a convent nearby.

Every year, on April 24 a procession carries this image across the town.

Inspired by the church of Gesú, the church has a similar form and its

corners have statues of the prophets and the ceilings and walls contain

murals and paintings by master artists of those times. The dome has a

great structural beauty which leaves one awestruck.

 +39 06 0608 (Tourist Information)  Via della Madonna dei Monti 41, Rome

 by "Public Domain"   

Piazza della Maddalena 

"Right in the Heart of Ancient Rome"

Little-known due to the overshadowing presence of the nearby Piazza

Rotonda in front of the Pantheon, Piazza Maddalena was built in 1628

with the aim of providing the church of Santa Maria della Maddalena with

a space for religious ceremonies and processions. The request for the

space was granted by Pope Urban VIII and the piazza was paid for

privately. When the church was given its facade by Giuseppe Sarti in the

18th Century (the only Rococo facade in Rome), the piazza was the only

place from which the elaborate front could be admired.

 +39 06 3600 4399 (Tourist Information)  Piazza della Maddalena, Rome

 by Anthony Majanlahti   

Forum Boarium 

"To Protect the Port"

The Foro Boario is located near the Tiber river, and some structures from

the 2nd Century BCE are still visible. The Temple of Portunus was

dedicated to the protector of rivers and ports; rectangular in shape, it is a

mixture of Greek and Roman styles. The Temple of Hercules is circular in

shape, similar to the Temple of Vesta in the Roman Forum. On the edge of

Foro Boario is the Arch of Janus, an imposing structure with four facades;

images of the goddesses Roma, June, Ceres, and Minerva are depicted on

the keystones of the arches.

 +39 06 060 608 (Tourist Information)  Piazza della Bocca della Verità, Rome

 by Alessio Nastro Siniscalchi 

Arch of Titus 

"Honoring Titus"

The Arch of Titus is a historic landmark that is located close to the Foro

Romano. The marble arch was built by Emperor Domitian in remembrance

of the victories of his deceased brother Titus. Roman inscriptions are on

the on several parts of the arch, while intricate sculpturing is on several

panels.

 +39 0608 (Tourist Information)  Via Sacra, Rome



 by Avinash Kunnath   

Santa Maria in Cosmedin 

"Liars, Watch Out!"

Santa Maria in Cosmedin is one of the most represented sites in Rome

thanks to cinema fans. How can you not remember Audrey Hepburn who

placed her hand inside the Bocca della verità (Mouth of Truth) in Roman

Holiday? It is here that the famous stone mask is located that, according

to legend, bites off the hands of liars who place their hands inside. This

basilica was constructed on the ancient site of a grocery market. Its

famous façade consists of a portico with arches, inside which is a stone

mask known as The Mouth of Truth, reputed to bite off the hand of any

liar who dares to reach inside. Inside the basilica is a mosaic-covered floor

and a wooden ceiling, added during successive restorations. Later

restorations added the choir with two pulpits and the high altar in red

granite. The seven story, Romanesque bell tower is considered the most

beautiful in Rome.

 Forum Boarium, Piazza Bocca della Verità 18, Rome

 by Anna Fox   

Circus Maximus 

"Ancient Arena"

In the 4 BC, Circus Maximus was one of the largest stadia in Rome, with a

capacity of 250,000 seated spectators. It was the venue for horse racing,

athletics tournaments and animal fighting. The last races held here were

in 549 CE. Another very popular sport was marine battling, the arena was

filled with water and fights between light boats took place. The tower is

from medieval times. Of great historical significance, this place is sure a

must visit attraction. Call ahead for more details.

 +39 06 06 0608 (Tourist Information)  Via del Circo Massimo, Rome

 by Allie_Caulfield   

Campo de' Fiori 

"Historical Executions"

Tradition says that Campo de' Fiori was named after the woman loved by

Pompey, Flora, but it is more likely to have come from something a bit less

romantic. In the 14th Century, Campo de' Fiori was a long-abandoned field

filled with flowers. In the second half of the 19th Century the square

became a place of daily market. You may be tempted to buy some of the

best fish, fresh fruits and vegetables, spices, tablecloths, utensils and

toys. It was also the scene of many executions, most notably that of

Giordano Bruno, the philosopher who was burned here in 1600. The

statue dedicated to him replaced a fountain that was moved to the nearby

Chiesa Nuova square, and a reproduction of it was moved to the side of

the Campo de' Fiori.

 +39 06 060 608 (Tourist Information)  Piazza Campo de' Fiori, Rome

 by Lansbricae   

Fontana dei Quattro Fiumi 

"The Iniquity of the People"

The Fountain of the Four Rivers is in the center of Piazza Navona. It was

built between 1648 and 1651 from marble and travertine by Bernini. The

fountain represents a large rock, which seems to emerge from the water

on which an Egyptian obelisk from the Roman era stands. The rock is

inhabited by allegorical animals and plants and decorated with the coat of

arms of the Pamphili family. Four large statues represent rivers of the then-

known areas of the world: the Danube for Europe, the Ganges for Asia, the

Rio de la Plata for America, and the Nile for Africa. The last is covering its

eyes so as not to see the iniquities taking place before it in the square, the

commerce practiced by merchants and tradesmen.



 Piazza Navona, Rome

 by Peter1936F   

Palazzo della Cancelleria 

"Bureaucracy in Art"

The construction of this palace was financed by the gambling wins of

Cardinal Raffaele Riario. The wonderful residence in early Renaissance

style is said to have been designed by Bramante. Interior decorations

during the 16th Century were carried out by various artists including

Giorgio Vasari and Francesco Salviati. The palace was later confiscated by

the Church and turned into a Papal Chancellery. Now it belongs entirely to

the Vatican. A part of the palace incorporates the 4th Century CE church

of San Lorenzo in Damaso. You are advised to phone before visiting.

 +39 06 6988 5318  Piazza della Cancelleria, Rome

 by Karelj, reworked Alchemist-

hp,   

Palatine Hill 

"Where Rome Took Root"

Legendary birthplace of Romulus and Remus, Palatine Hill rises high

above the ruins of the ancient city, an oft neglected remnant of the once

prosperous Roman Empire. Just south of the Roman Forum, Palatine Hill

was the site of the imperial and patrician residences of Rome, nestled

alongside grand temples and teeming gardens. The ruins evoke visions of

the lavish homes that once housed Ancient Rome's most affluent citizens,

featuring sprawling courtyards, elegant columns, and stately arches

bedecked in marble and captivating sculptures. The ruins rise from a bed

of wildflowers and verdant lawns, and they offer a panoramic view of the

ancient city around every corner. Believed to be where Rome first took

root, Palatine Hill is an open-air museum wrapped in an aura of mystery.

Of special interest are Emperor Domitian's Domus Flavia, the Farnese

Gardens, and the Palatine Museum.

 +39 06 3996 7700  Piazza Santa Maria Nova 53, Rome

 by waldomiguez   

Piazza Navona 

"Ancient City Square"

One of the most beautiful and popular squares in the world, visiting Piazza

Navona has to be in your itinerary while in Rome.The stunning buildings,

fountain and the sculptures at this square have an magical appeal. The

elegance and sheer beauty of Piazza Navona is bound to leave a long

lasting impression on you. During the Christmas season, the square is

packed with stalls selling toys, sweets and decorations for the nativity

scene or Christmas tree, making it a favorite spot for children. Its unusual

shape recalls the time of Domitian, who built a stadium for equestrian

displays here. The Fountain of the Rivers, with the obelisk, and the

Fountain of the Moor, with the God of the Sea, at the center of the square

are both sculpted by Bernini.

 +39 06 060 608 (Tourist Information)  Piazza Navona, Rome

Arch of Constantine 

"Tribute to Constantine"

The Arch of Constantine is particularly interesting because it is like a

jigsaw made up of other monuments. It was built using material from

Trajan's Forum, from where the statues of the Dacian prisoners and the

friezes representing Marcus Aurelius were also taken. The Arch was

erected at the beginning of the fourth Century in honor of Constantine,

following the victory over Maxentius. It is considered one of the last great

monuments to be constructed by the Romans. It stands beside the

Colosseum in the huge square which in summer is the site for one of the

events of the Estate Romana. A huge screen is hung from the arch, on



which films and videos are projected.

 +39 06 06 0608 (Tourist Information)  Via di San Gregorio, Piazza del Colosseo, Rome

 by TreptowerAlex   

Colosseum 

"Symbol of Rome"

The magnanimous proportions of the Colosseum have long been a source

of wonder. Originally envisioned in 70 CE, the construction of this grand

structure was completed in 80 CE. At that time, it is believed that this vast

amphitheater could seat upwards of 50,000 spectators at once. The

Colosseum also features on the Italian version of the five-cent Euro.

Deemed as one of the Seven Wonders of the World, the Colosseum was

designed to be a horse racing circuit and arena for animal fighting and

gladiatorial battles, although it has also hosted significant religious

ceremonies in its early days. It is a symmetrical wonder set in the historic

landscape of Rome's heart. The enormous ruin is a UNESCO World

Heritage Site and is considered by many to be an iconic symbol of Italy.

 +39 06 699841  parcocolosseo.it/area/colosseo/  Piazza del Colosseo 1, Rome

 by Dreamword at English

Wikipedia   

Santa Cecilia 

"Medieval Church"

The Chiesa di Santa Cecilia is one of the most noteworthy churches

amongst Rome's medieval churches known for its valuable works of art.

The statue of Saint Cecilia is placed under the main altar over the saint's

grave and is the artistic work of Maderno. The sculptor depicted Cecilia in

the same way in which her body was found during the excavations of

1599, with a long cut in her neck, which caused her death after three days

of agony and after having undergone the martyrdom of suffocation by

boiling vapors. The altar is of great architectural importance because of

the gothic canopy by Arnolfo di Cambio which shrouds it. The altar also

holds the work of Reni, the Decollazione della Santa. The cloisters can be

entered through the left-hand aisle and are worth visiting.

 +39 06 4549 2739  www.benedettinesantacec

ilia.it/

 monastero@benedettinesa

ntacecilia.it

 Via Anicia 12, Piazza di Santa

Cecilia, Rome

 by trolvag   

Chiostro del Bramante 

"Renaissance Grandeur"

Il Chiostro del Bramante was built by Donato Bramante (born 1444 - died

nel1515), first architect of Pope Julius II and rival of Michelangelo. Wanted

by Cardinal Oliviero Carafa in 1500, is a major work of Renaissance

architecture. The Chiostro is a beautiful building of linearity and strict

elegance, draws inspiration from classical antiquity. Based on a square

pattern, the Chiostro is composed of two superimposed orders: a huge

portal with four arches on each side with Ionic columns and an upper

gallery in the composite style, with Corinthian pilasters.

 +39 06 6880 9035  Arco della Pace 5, Rome



 by eye of einstein   

Piazza Barberini 

"The Family Square"

After Via del Tritone and Via Veneto were opened into Piazza Barberini,

the square took on its present aspect. During the 17th Century, it was

named after the noble Barberini family that owned a large palace here

with gardens that have now become the National Gallery of Ancient Art.

The Barberini were also celebrated by two fountains by Bernini

commissioned by Pope Urban VIII, the Triton fountain and the Bee

fountain; the latter bears the family's coat of arms.

 Piazza Barberini, Rome

 by Dnalor 01   

Capuchin Crypt 

"Crypt of the Capuchin Monks"

Creepy, bizarre and completely captivating, the crypt of the Capuchin

Friars is worth the venture off the well-beaten tourist path in Rome. The

crypt, or cemetery of sorts, lies under the church of Santa Maria della

Concezione dei Cappuccini. Since 1764 the bones of over 4000 deceased

Capuchin Franciscans were arranged in elaborate, decorative floor-to-

ceiling designs spread throughout five rooms. Each room highlights

certain bones, and the designs even extend onto the light fixtures. Skulls

flanked by shoulder blades create angelic figures looming above on the

ceiling and the final room contains the skeleton of a child grim reaper and

the inscription "what you are, we once were too and what we are now, you

will be". Morbid, but like nothing you have ever seen before or could even

imagine.

 +39 06 8880 3695  www.cappucciniviaveneto

.it/

 segreteria@cappucciniviav

eneto.it

 Via Vittorio Veneto 27, Rome

 by Anna Fox   

Piazza di Spagna 

"Meeting at the Steps"

An incredible, almost theatrical square with the lovely Spanish Steps

leading up to the Chiesa di Trinità dei Monti. One of the most important

fashion shows is held here, the steps being used as a catwalk. It is now an

international meeting point. The fountain known as the 'Barcaccia' (boat)

was commissioned by Urbano Barberini to commemorate the alliance

made with the King of France, whose coat of arms can be seen on Trinità

dei Monti. The square leads into several famous streets, Via dei Condotti,

Via Frattina and Via Borgognona with their luxurious boutiques, and Via

Del Babuino with its antique shops.

 +39 06 06 0608 (Tourist Information)  www.piazzadispagna.it/  Piazza di Spagna, Rome

 by Sean O'Neill   

Via Giulia 

"Antique Dealers & Nobility"

Via Giulia was designed by Bramante on the orders of Pope Julius II as a

premier development project of those times. It is almost a kilometer long

(around 3200 feet), and flanked by magnificent palaces and churches

dating from the 16th to the 18th Centuries. Check out Palazzo Falconieri,

renovated by Borromini, who spent most of his time on the façade.

Nowadays, this is a street known best for its refined antique shops, as well

as being simply one of the most attractive streets in Rome. It has an arch

that was built by Michaelangelo as part of an unfulfilled architectural plan.

 Via Giulia, Rome



 by Allie_Caulfield   

Mausoleo di Augusto 

"The Family Tomb"

The tomb of Emperor Augustus, this historical site had a venerated past

before falling into disrepair. Its construction was ordered by the Emperor

himself. It has been celebrated in the famous poem Ozymandias. It has a

circular structure with vaults and obelisks. A statue of Augustus may also

have been at the top. The site also commemorates Emperor Augustus'

victory in the battle of Actium. In 410 BCE, the tomb was ransacked and

damaged by the Visigoths. Today it is covered with weeds and tourists are

not allowed to see the interiors, however its formidable structure stands

testament to its past glory.

 +39 06 060 608 (Tourist Information)  mobile.060608.it/en/cultura-e-svag

o/beni-culturali/beni-archeologici/m

ausoleo-di-augusto.html

 Piazza Augusto Imperatore, Rome

 by SteO153   

Trinità dei Monti 

"Breathtaking Piety"

One of the best-known churches in Rome, because it provides the

backdrop to the famous Piazza di Spagna. The French built it at the end of

the 15th Century in a style that has Gothic touches, i.e. its two bell-towers

at the sides. The chapels inside contain frescoes by Daniele Volterra,

Perino del Vaga and Federico and Taddeo Zuccari. The interior has only

one nave and is divided into two parts by a gate. The Spanish Steps bear

the coats of arms both of Pope Innocent III and of the French, in memory

of their presence on the hill.

 +39 06 679 4179  Piazza Trinità dei Monti 3, Rome

 by Daniel X. O'Neil   

Santa Maria in Trastevere 

"Sacred Heart of Trastevere"

Santa Maria in Trastevere is the first Roman church to be consecrated to

the Madonna. Its foundations were laid in approximately AD 400, when

Christianity was only just beginning to take root in Europe. The present

edifice is dated 1300 and contains beautiful mosaics by Pietro Cavallini,

especially those dedicated to the life of the Virgin Mary. There is a

magnificent life-size icon, La Madonna della Clemenza, from as early as

the 7th Century. The nave is formed from granite columns taken from

ancient Roman edifices. The 12th-century mosaics of the façade, depicting

the Madonna and child and ten women holding lamps, are not to be

missed. The portico was renovated in the 18th Century by Carlo Fontana

and the balustrade is decorated with statues of Popes, baroque additions

which do not detract from the church's original medieval aspect.

 Via della Paglia 14, Rome

 by Foto-Rabe   

Santa Maria della Scala 

"Divine Cure"

This church is an impressive structure and attracts many for its miraculous

properties. The image of Mother Mary that is kept here is believed to have

cured a child of his deformity. It was constructed in 1610 CE by Octavian

Matte and designed by Francesco da Volterra. The beauty of the structure

lies in its simplicity. There is artwork in the main hall, carried out by Carlo

Saraceni and Gerrit Honthorst. The church was also used as a medical

facility to treat wounded soldiers in the war against France.

 +39 06 580 6233  Piazza della Scala 23, Rome



 by One From RM   

Santa Maria Maggiore 

"Churches Within A Church"

Santa Maria Maggiore harmonizes a great variety of architectural styles:

the naves date from the 15th Century, the bell-tower is medieval, the

ceiling is from the Renaissance and the domes are Baroque. Here, one

might say, the entire history of ecclesiastical architecture is united under

one roof. The Capella Sforza is by Michelangelo. The finest fresco painters

of the age took turns decorating the walls of this imposing edifice, and it is

said that the magnificent ceiling was gilded with the first gold brought

back from America by Christopher Columbus. Over the years certain

details of the basilica have been destroyed, notably the mosaics that used

to decorate the apse, which dates from 1200. The bell-tower was rebuilt in

the 14th Century, to the original design, after being destroyed in an

earthquake. Popes Sixtus V and Paul V are buried here.

 +39 06 698 86800  www.vatican.va/various/b

asiliche/sm_maggiore/inde

x_it.html

 sagrestiasmm@org.va  via Liberiana 27, Rome

 by B. Brizzi & Verzilli   

Gardens of Lucullus 

"First Gardens of Rome"

One of the most famous places in the city, the Gardens of Lucullus were

the pioneers of the Persian gardening style in Rome. These gardens were

housed in an ancient castle dating back to 60 BCE. They spelled luxury

with their expansive shade, beautiful flowers and fruits. The site changed

many hands, one of which was Valerius who was compelled to commit

suicide by the Empress Messalina who loved playing among its shade. She

was later murdered here too. However, such is the charm of this beautiful

landscape that one cannot but fall in love with it.

 +39 06 0608 (Tourist Information)  Viale del Muro Torto, Rome

 by Fernando Nunes   

Fontana dell'Acqua Felice 

"Drinking Water Finally!"

The fountain is known as Fontana Del Mosè due to the badly proportioned

statue of Moses in the central arch and its amazing resemblance to the

famous statue by Michelangelo. It was created as a finishing touch to the

Acqua felice aqueduct, ordered by Felice Peretti, better known as Pope

Sixtus V who introduced drinking water to this area. The two arches have

reliefs on the side of scenes taken from the Old Testament, while the lions

are copies of two Egyptian statues that are to be found in the Vatican

Museums.

 Piazza San Bernardo, Rome

 by Leo-setä   

Ponte Sant'Angelo 

"The Angels of the Passion"

Ponte Sant'Angelo is one of Rome's loveliest and most well-known

bridges. It is immediately recognizable by the statues of angels and the

magnificent view of Hadrian's Mausoleum (more commonly known as

Castel Sant'Angelo). The bridge is one of the oldest; built at the start of

the 2nd Century on Hadrian's orders to be the main access to his

mausoleum, however, it has since been restored. For example, Bernini

designed the statues during the Baroque era and his pupils sculpted

them. The angels hold the symbols of the Passion as one holds a crucifix,

another with a shaft and yet another with nails and a whip. Note the angel

bearing the cartouche and another with the crown of thorns: these ones

are more modern copies, because the original ones by Bernini were

transferred to Sant'Andrea delle Fratte.



 Ponte Sant'Angelo, Rome

 by Marco Crocoli   

Ara Pacis 

"A Hymn to Peace"

Ara Pacis, an altar, was commissioned by the Senate following

pacification work launched by Emperor Augustus, dates from 9 BC. The

first panels were found in 1500 CE and ended up in Paris and Florence.

Made from marble and beautifully sculpted, probably by Greek artists, the

panels formed an enclosure around a base with an altar in the center. The

figures are from the imperial family. Restoration work was begun in 1938.

Now the altar is protected by a glass covering.

 +39 06 0608  Lungotevere in Augusta, Rome

 by "The Retronaut"   

Casa di Goethe 

"Goethe's Second Home"

Casa di Goethe located in Rome, is the place where the world famous

German scholar Johann Wolfgang von Goethe resided with his writer

friend Johann Tischbein when he came to Italy. People visit here during

the cultural events to be part of the readings, discussions and speeches of

artists and academicians. The updated reference library with its vast

collection of books is a book lovers haven. A common sight here is the

tourists and locals browsing through the expansive collection. Check the

website for the schedule of events. Guided tours in English are also

available for a fee.

 +39 06 3265 0412  www.casadigoethe.it/  info@casadigoethe.it  Via del Corso 18, Piazza del

Popolo, Rome

 by Jean-Pol GRANDMONT   

National Museum of Castel

Sant'Angelo 

"Roman Landmark"

The splendid fortress of Castel Sant'Angelo was originally built as a

mausoleum for Emperor Hadrian in 139 CE. In the 10th Century CE, it was

transformed into a castle, then, 500 years later, into the elegant residence

of Pope Alexander VI Borgia. Michelangelo designed the marvelous main

court for Pope Leo X and many of the rooms inside are decorated with

frescoes of great beauty. It is also been used to house prisoners, including

the sculptor Benvenuto Cellini. The terrace offers a fine view of the river

Tiber and opera lovers will know that this was where the final act of

Giacomo Puccini's opera Tosca (1900) took place. The building is now a

museum with a fine collection of suits of armor which is open to the

public.

 +39 06 681 9111  www.castelsantangelo.co

m/

 pm-laz@beniculturali.it  Lungotevere Castello 50,

Rome

 by Carole Raddato from

FRANKFURT, Germany   

National Museum of Rome - Baths

of Diocletian 

"Great Bath in Rome"

Built at the behest of Emperor Diocletian between 298 CE and 306 CE,

the Baths of Diocletian formed the largest public bath complex of the

Roman Empire, with a capacity of 3000. The sprawling complex

encompassed a gymnasium, library and public baths, with tepid, hot and

cold water options. Decorated with sculptures and elaborate stucco work,

the baths were once an awe-inspiring sight in both scale and grandeur.

The siege of Rome in 537 CE brought with it the end of the Baths of

Diocletian when the aqueducts were cut of by King Vitiges. In 1561, much

of now ruinous bath complex was lost when Pope Pius IV commissioned

Michelangelo to construct the Basilica of Santa Maria degli Angeli at the



site. Today, the ruins of Hall 10 of the Baths of Diocletian have been

revived by the National Museum of Rome, showcasing a once treasured

piece of the ancient city of Rome. Tombs, sarcophagi, mosaics and other

relics from the baths have been preserved, alongside a reconstitution of

the hall and its ruins. The site is surrounded by a 16th Century garden

lavishly embellished with historic artwork, adding to the allure of this

historic site.

 +39 06 0608 (Tourist Information)  Viale Enrico de Nicola 79, Rome

 by Philosofia   

Santa Maria dei Miracoli e Santa

Maria in Montesanto 

"The Twin Churches"

The original project was for two twin churches, but during the

construction various necessary modifications were made. The architect,

Carlo Rainaldi, finished the construction of Santa Maria di Montesanto in

1675 and began work on the neighboring Santa Maria dei Miracoli,

completing it in 1681. The domes were restored in the early 19th Century

and covered in slate tiles, an unusual technique in Rome, giving the

domes a smoky color which can be seen from the terrace of Pincio. Santa

Maria di Montesanto is known as "The church of the artists" because of its

proximity to Via Margutta & via del Babuino, making it a common venue

for the funerals of artists, film directors and literati. Both churches present

the visitor with works of illustrious artists, such Baciccia, Carlo Maratta

and Antonio Raggi, a pupil of Bernini's, responsible for the allegorical

stuccoes.

 +39 06 361 0250  Via del Babuino 198, Piazza del Popolo, Rome

Gianicolo Park 

"An Amazing View"

Without a doubt, the best view of the picturesque Trastevere district,

Gianicolo Park is situated on the hill of the same name, and represents a

necessary step in every real Roman Holiday! A spectacular mix of charm,

nature, history and eternal beauty makes this park one of the best places

for an amazing panorama of the city; its incredible view is only

comparable to those of Pincio and the Orange Garden (Giardino degli

Aranci). Frequently attended by romantic couples, Gianicolo Park also

houses the historic Teatro dei Burattini (Puppet Theater) and some

carousels for children, as well as several historical buildings and

monuments - the Giuseppe Garibaldi memorial, the fountain of Acqua

Paola, and also a cannon which fires once daily at noon, heralding the

time.

 +39 06 060 608 (Tourist Information)  via Garibaldi and Passeggiata del Gianicolo, Rome

 by user:Lalupa   

Santo Stefano al Monte Celio 

"Unknown Masterpieces"

Founded in the 5th Century CE, this church stands on ancient ruins. Its

shape is unique and was probably inspired by the Holy Sepulchre in

Jerusalem. Throughout the centuries stucco work, marble, mosaics,

courtyards and three great arches were added. A series of frescoes with

chilling scenes featuring the martyrdom of many saints decorate the walls.

Their purpose was to instruct novices leaving for missions, so they would

know that they too could meet with the same fate. The Byzantine-style

mosaics were commissioned under the papacy of Theodore and show St

Primo and St Feliciano at the sides of a bejeweled cross.

 +39 06 4211 9130  www.cgu.it/it/santo-

stefano-rotondo/

 santo.stefano.rotondo@cg

u.it

 Via San Nicola da Tolentino

13, Rome



 by Kevin Gessner   

Museo delle Terme di Diocleziano 

"Hot Baths in Ancient Rome"

This museum is one of the four seats of the Museo Nazionale Romano.

The enormous spa complex was built around 300 CE and nowadays lies in

front of the Termini railway station. It is still possible to see the ruins of

the huge hall used for hot baths, while the one used for warm baths is

now part of the Basilica of Santa Maria degli Angeli. The Museum houses

a large collection of epigraphs, inscriptions and sarcophagi. Visit also the

Olearie Papali, the rooms housing gigantic earthenware jars to preserve

oil for the papal court.

 +39 06 3996 7700  www.coopculture.it/herita

ge.cfm?id=67

 ssba-rm@beniculturali.it  via Enrico De Nicola 79,

Rome

 by Allie_Caulfield   

Piazza del Popolo 

"The Tip of the Trident"

During the Middle Ages, Piazza del Popolo formed the main entrance to

the city for pilgrims and travelers arriving on the Via Flaminia (from the

north). It was only when Pope Sixtus V placed the Egyptian obelisk of

Ramses II in the center of the square that Piazza del Popolo took on its

current function. The obelisk is the tip of the trident formed by the three

streets that begin in the square: Via del Corso , Via di Ripetta and Via del

Babuino. Valadier was the architect who gave the square its present

elliptical appearance by building the two ramps that lead to the Pincio.

Two shell-shaped fountains overlooked by groups of statues stand in two

hemicycles.

 +39 06 0608 (Tourist Information)  Piazza del Popolo, Rome

 by Lalupa   

San Saba, Rome 

"Monastery of Olden Times"

Previously owned by Saint Silvia, San Saba was converted into a Greek

monastery before being converted into a church. The monastery

flourished for many years after which the church was built again in the

10th Century. It was again repaired in the 13th Century. The structure is

simple with inferences from various time periods. The marble art on the

floor is noteworthy, with stone inlay work. The frescoes depicting St.

Nicholas' miracles are another attraction of the church, with one of the

paintings dating back to the 1st Century.

 +39 06 060 608 (Tourist Information)  Piazza Gian Lorenzo Bernini 20, Rome

 by decaf,   

Baths of Caracalla 

"Music among the Ruins"

Baths of Caracalla were built in the 3rd Century CE by the Emperor

Caracalla, and they operated for about two hundred years, before the

barbarian invasions and the subsequent interruption in the water supply.

The area was abandoned for a certain time, and then in 1400 CE the first

excavations began, uncovering works that can be found in Palazzo

Farnese and the Vatican Museums. As well as the ruins of the baths, there

are the remains of a temple dedicated to the God Mithra. In the temple

you'll find benches used for the mystic meals taken by the followers.

Amidst the white and black mosaic floor you'll also find the hollow where

the blood collected after each sacrifice. In August, the baths provide the

backdrop for opera performances.

 +39 06 3996 7700  www.operaroma.it/en/locations/car

acalla-2/

 Via delle Terme di Caracalla, Rome



 by daddaq   

Pyramid of Cestius 

"Tomb for a Roman"

This monument is the tomb of Caius Cestius, Praetor and Tribune of the

plebeians during the reign of Emperor Augustus. Cestius, who had visited

the pyramids in Egypt, decided to create one for himself as a tomb. Made

in white marble, it is incorporated in the Aurelian walls. During the second

half of the 17th Century, while the base of the pyramid was being cleaned,

various pieces of columns were found, along with marble bases with the

names of the descendants of Caius Cestius engraved on them, and a

bronze foot. Inside the monument, there were no precious objects,

probably because a law had been passed forbidding excess luxury and the

burying of gold. As a result, the gold-embroidered clothing belonging to

Caius was sold, and the heirs used the money to erect the large bronze

statue, of which just the foot remains.

 +39 06 06 0608 (Tourist Information)  mobile.060608.it/it/cultura-e-svago

/beni-culturali/beni-archeologici/pira

mide-di-caio-cestio.html

 Piazzale Ostiense, Rome

 by Fernando Nunes   

Archbasilica of St. John Lateran 

"Oldest Church in the World"

Archbasilica of St. John Lateran is one of the oldest churches in the world

which was founded by Pope Melchiade at the start of the 4th Century on

the ruins of the villa of the Roman family, the Laterani. The church's

current architecture is credited to Borromini in preparation of the 1650

jubilee. Although he retained the 16th-century ceiling and floor, the

architect altered the appearance by joining pairs of columns in the central

nave to make a single pillar inside. Colored marble niches and statues of

apostles were hereby placed. In 1735, Alessandro Galilei renewed the

facade entirely in travertine stone and crowned it with 15 statues.

Subsequently, by the end of the 19th Century, the apse was also rebuilt.

 +39 06 6988 6452  www.vatican.va/various/basiliche/s

an_giovanni/vr_tour/index-en.html

 Piazza San Giovanni in Laterano 4,

Rome

 by Diliff   

St. Peter's Square 

"Holy Roman Square"

Enclosed by Bernini's magnificent colonnade, this square has the largest

number of visitors in the world. Millions of tourists wait here either for the

Pope's Sunday blessing or to enter the Basilica. More than a square, the

colonnade gives it the atmosphere of a courtyard, inviting people to enter

the church. The obelisk in the heart of the square has been standing there

since 1586. When a new pope is being chosen, it is at St. Peter's Square

that thousands gather keenly to see the black smoke turn white and find

out who the next pope is going to be. During Christmas, a nativity scene

and a Christmas tree are installed, and there is a remarkable atmosphere

of celebration, with the majestic dome dominating the scene behind.

 +39 06 06 0608 (Tourist Information)  www.vatican.va/various/basiliche/s

an_pietro/index_it.htm

 Piazza San Pietro, Vatican City

 by Prof. Mortel   

Sistine Chapel 

"Michelangelo's Masterpiece at the Vatican"

Some of the world's foremost examples of Renaissance art grace the

ceiling of the spectacular Sistine Chapel. Originally built in 1479 under the

direction of Pope Sixtus IV, the chapel forms a part of the Vatican City's

Apostolic Palace. It is here that the College of Cardinals gather to elect a

new Pope and has been the host of such gatherings and other Papal

functions since it was first conceived of. At the time of its construction,

while the walls of the chapel were painted with frescoes by artists like

Sandro Botticelli, Pinturicchio and Cosimo Roselli, the ceiling was



rendered a simple, solid blue with stars. It was not until 1508 that Pope

Julius II commissioned Michelangelo to paint the ceiling of the Sistine

Chapel. Many considered this an odd choice as Michelangelo, at that time,

was not known as a skilled painter. This led to speculations that

Michelangelo's lofty commission was a ploy devised by rival artists

Raphael and Bramante to ensure his fall from grace. Not to be deterred,

Michelangelo envisioned and achieved a series of frescoes that depict

scenes from the Old Testament, beginning with Creation and ending at

Noah's voyage aboard his ark. Each a masterpiece in its own right,

together they form a vision of unmatched artistry that draws millions of

visitors to the Pope's residence each year.

 +39 06 6988 4676  m.museivaticani.va/conte

nt/museivaticani-

mobile.html

 visiteguidategruppi.musei

@scv.va

 Via delle Fondamenta,

Vatican City

 by Alvesgaspar   

St. Peter's Basilica 

"Seat of Catholicism"

Designed by some of Italy's most infamous master artists, St. Peter's

Basilica is not only the world's largest church but is also one of its most

spectacular. Originally built at the site of St. Peter's grave around 349 CE

by Emperor Constantine, the basilica, as it stands today, was consecrated

in 1626 at the culmination of over 120 years of construction. The original

designs were laid out by Bramante in 1506, however, over the following

years, the ambitious designs were altered by several renown architects

including Michelangelo, Giacomo Della Porta and Carlo Maderno, each

adding their own personal touch to the magnanimous design. St. Peter's

Basilica now enshrines some of the world's most famed artworks

including Michelangelo's Pieta and Bernini's Baldachin. The splendid

facade and riches that lie within are crowned by an intricately adorned

dome that is revered as Michelangelo's most grand architectural legacy.

The Pope delivers the Urbi et Orbi blessing each year on the occasion of

Christmas and Easter from the basilica's central balcony, attracting

millions of devout pilgrims to the threshold of St. Peter's each year. He

remains the only one who can serve at the high altar of St. Peter's Basilica.

 +39 06 6988 3731  www.vatican.va/various/basiliche/s

an_pietro/index_it.htm

 Piazza San Pietro, Vatican City

 by Averain   

Aurelian Walls 

"Demarcating the Boundary Of Rome"

The 19 kilometer (62,336 feet) long wall at the outskirts of the seven hills

of Rome is an architectural wonder. It marks the boundary of the old city

and is one of the most ambitious projects in the history of Rome. Built in

271 CE it was a security against the barbarian attacks of that period,

constructed by Emperors Aurelius and Probus. It has around 19 gates at

various locations for access. It took five years to build the wall made of

concrete. Remarkably, the wall is relatively well-preserved today, and can

be admired best near the Porta Ostiense and the Villa Borghese.

 +39 06 0608 (Tourist Information)  Viale di Porta Ardeatina 13-17, Rome

 by Patrick Morgan   

Villa Doria Pamphili 

"Nine Kilometers of Countryside"

Villa Doria Pamphili has its main entrance at San Pancrazio Gate though it

has other entrances around its nine-kilometer perimeter. Besides being

Rome's largest park, it is also one of the richest in terms of vegetation

with tall trees and rare plants. There are also many animals: marsh turtles,

moorhens, herons, swans, geese and fish in the pool. The park was laid

out on the orders of Prince Camillo Pamphili, the nephew of Pope

Innocent X, between 1644 and 1652. The villa was designed with sculptor

and architect Alessandro Algardi, the creator of the fountains of the Lily

and the Snail. Algardi is also attributed with the Casino di Allegrezza, one

of the park's best features, although it is argued by some that he only

contributed to the decoration. The last changes to the villa were made by

Andrea Busirici Vici who was commissioned by Prince Filippo Andrea V



Doria Pamphili. Currently the Casino and the secret garden are owned by

the state while the rest of the park is owned by Rome Council and is open

to the public.

 +39 06 060 608 (Tourist Information)  Via Aurelia Antica 183, Rome

 by Livioandronico2013   

Santa Croce in Gerusalemme 

"Fragments of the Cross"

This church was founded by St Helen, mother of the Emperor Constantine,

when she returned from the Holy Land with the remains of the Cross on

which Christ was crucified. It was built in the atrium of the queen's palace,

which was divided into three naves, with an apse added. The basilica is on

one of the seven routes of pilgrimage. Over the centuries Santa Croce in

Gerusalemme has undergone various renovations: on the inside, where a

series of mosaics (many times restored) were placed; and on the outside,

where a convent was built. The tomb of Cardinal Francisco Quinones, an

example of Sansovino's Roman period, is at the center of the apse. The

church you see nowadays dates from the changes ordered by Pope

Benedict XIV in the early 18th century. The interior conserves the three

naves, but only part of the original granite columns remains. The façade

was built by Domenico Gregorini and Pietro Passalacqua and can be

considered as one of the last examples of Roman Baroque.

 +39 06 7061 3053  www.santacroceroma.it/  info@santacroceroma.it  Via di Santa Croce in

Gerusalemme 12, Rome

 by "Public Domain"   

Sotterranei di Roma 

"Trip Back in Time"

The Rome that we see today is built on the ruins of one of the largest

empires of the ancient world that now sleeps beneath the paved streets

and highways. Discover the secrets and mysteries of this civilization by

embarking on a tour of the Sotterranei Di Roma (Underground Rome). The

well-preserved archeological site explores the foundations of the city,

hydraulic systems, caves, tunnels and labyrinths. In-depth exploration is

open to the members of the Centro Ricerche Speleo Archeologiche while

guests can register for guided tours which are organized regularly. Visit

the website for more details.

 +39 06 4543 8718  www.sotterraneidiroma.it/  info@sotterraneidiroma.it  Via Etruria 44, Rome

 by _Pek_   

Villa Torlonia 

"Mussolini's Former Residence"

Construction of this villa began in the early 19th Century, and the architect

entrusted with the commission was Valadier, whose other works include

the Piazza del Popolo. As years passed by, other portions of land were

purchased in order to extend the park, which was landscaped by garden

architect Augusto Jappelli. The villa was the private residence of Benito

Mussolini from 1925 to 1943 when he was ruling the country. After World

War II, it was used as the headquarters of the Allied High Command in

Rome.

 +39 06 060 608 (Tourist Information)  Via Nomentana 70, Rome

 by Erik Hagreis   

Appia Antica 

"Walk Through History"

The ancient Appian Way was the most important of the consular roads. It

was inaugurated in 312 BCE by censor Appius Claudius Ciecus after

whom it was named. The road was especially important for economic

reasons as it connected Rome with the south of Italy. Initially it only went

as far as Capua along the Pontine marshes, but was later extended to

Benevento and then all the way to Brindisi, which encouraged trade with



the eastern Mediterranean. This last stretch lost importance however

when the Appia Traia Way was opened that stretched down to Bari. Lined

with pines and cypress trees, the road is very attractive, particularly where

the original paving can be seen.

 +39 06 060 608 (Tourist Information)  Via Appia Antica, Rome

 by Sebastian Bergmann   

Basilica of Saint Paul Outside the

Walls 

"Recreating the Original"

Basilica of Saint Paul Outside the Walls, all but the apse, totally destroyed

by fire, has been reconstructed to look exactly as it did in the 4th Century.

The Roman artist Pietro Cavallini helped with the 13th-century restoration

of some frescoes and the mosaic decorating the facade, which

unfortunately have not survived. The library and gallery annexed to the

basilica complex are well worth visiting. The library holds an extremely

rich collection of original manuscripts, including the Bible that belonged to

Charles the Bald, a magnificent original illuminated manuscript from the

9th Century. The gallery has precious 15th-century panels and two

frescoes transferred onto canvas by Giovanni Lanfranco. This church is

also one of the jubilee basilicas.

 +39 06 6988 0800  www.basilicasanpaolo.org

/

 info@basilicasanpaolo.org  Piazzale San Paolo 1, Rome

 by Lalupa   

Santa Costanza 

"The Miracle of the Rectory"

On Via Nomentana, after Villa Torlonia, you will find the Mausoleum of

Santa Costanza. The building dates from the early 4th century and was

built by the daughters of Emperor Constantine, Costanza and Elena. It was

originally a baptistery of the nearby basilica of Sant'Agnese fuori le Mura

and only became a church in the mid-13th Century. The circular building is

a fine example of early Christian and late Roman architecture. The interior

is divided by 12 pairs of granite columns adorned with marble capitals.

The side apses have rich mosaics from the 5th and 7th Centuries, while

the square niche opposite the entrance contains a copy of the

sarcophagus of Costanza. The original was taken to the Vatican. The

church also has ancient murals that have survived to the modern day.

Exiting onto the Via Nomentana, there is the convent and the rectory. It

was in the latter that Pope Pius IX and his retinue were miraculously

saved when the floor below them collapsed. A fresco in the chapel known

as the Pius IX's room commemorates the scene and can be seen from the

courtyard.

 Via Nomentana 349, Rome

 by Matthew Folley   

Le Tombe di Via Latina 

"When Death is Not Gloomy"

This archaeological park was created in the second half of the 19th

Century when a series of excavations uncovered various sepulchers and

tombs along Via Latina. The tombs are very well-preserved. The

"Barberini" sepulcher is simple but elegant and is where Barberini

sarcophagus was discovered, now on display in the Vatican Museums. In

the second tomb, there is a white, stucco-covered interior, with depictions

of an underwater world with Britons, Nereid and dancing semi-gods.

Another tomb has many bright colors and elaborate pictures of

mythological episodes featuring Apollo, Diana, Paris and Hercules.

 +39 06 3996 7700  www.coopculture.it/herita

ge.cfm?id=89

 SSBA-

rm@beniculturali.com

 Via dell'Arco di Travertino

151, Rome



 by Jean-Pierre Dalbéra   

Cinecittà Studios 

"Dream Factory"

This is known as Hollywood on the Tevere; it had its golden age in the

1960s when great American film producers came to Rome, requiring the

use of the city's studios for their works. Cinecittà was founded in 1937 by

Mussolini and many famous actors have walked through the entrance on

Via Tuscolana: Fellini created his masterpieces here, Sergio Leone

brought his spaghetti westerns to life in these studios and many of the

industry greats have been on these sets. Cinecittà now plays host to

several foreign productions. In the summer there are cinematography

exhibitions and guided tours.

 +39 06 72 2931  cinecittasimostra.it/  direzione@cinecittastudios.

it

 Via Tuscolana 1055, Rome

 by Neil Thompson   

Ostia Antica 

"Ancient Roman Port"

The remarkably well-preserved ruins of this once-thriving Roman port

make up the archeological site of Ostia Antica - one of Italy's finest.

Established in the 4th Century BCE at the mouth of the Tiber, Ostia Antica

was a military camp with impressive fortifications. By the 2nd Century CE,

the city had grown into a bustling port. The fall of the Roman Empire

marks the beginning of the end of Ostia Antica's glorious history. By the

9th Century CE it had been abandoned, its population ravaged by raids

and outbreaks of malaria. Robbed of its riches, the city lay interred under

a layer of silt, preserving the vestiges of this ancient civilization from

further ruin. Intricate mosaics, a Roman theater, residential blocks and

lavish mansions stand erect and relatively unharmed by the march of time,

empty shells that once housed a vibrant people. Other remnants of Ostia

Antica have not fared as well, but are nonetheless riveting. Fragments of

reliefs, carvings, statues and other intriguing artifacts are displayed at the

museum nearby, while the ruins themselves offer a rare chance to walk in

the footsteps of the Romans.

 +39 06 5635 0215 (Tickets)  www.ostiaantica.benicultu

rali.it/en/

 ostiaantica.info@benicultur

ali.it

 Via dei Romagnoli 717, Rome

 by Adriano Amalfi   

Villa Adriana 

"Emperor's Dream"

This extraordinary villa was built for Emperor Hadrian. It was vast and

included full-scale reproductions of Egyptian and Greek buildings, much

loved by Hadrian. The palace had a series of rooms for guests, banqueting

halls and libraries. Hadrian had theaters built, as well as libraries with

many Greek and Latin texts, and baths, fountains and pools. Teatro

Marittimo must have also been an incredible sight, a pool with an island in

the center reached by a drawbridge: apparently it was one of the

emperor's favorite spots in which to indulge in his favorite pastimes,

painting and architecture. Amongst the reproduced buildings, Hadrian

had a Canopus made, a temple to the god Serapis, and statues were

imported from Egypt for decoration. The villa fell into ruin when tribes of

barbarians used it as a campsite. The art work reappeared much later in

private collections, and in various European museums. The restored

remains can be viewed amongst the trees, along with fragments of

mosaics from the imperial palace.

 +39 39 96 7900  Via di Villa Adriana 204, Tivoli
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